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SPECIFIC COMMENT:
The FCC has a systemic problem -- it has continually failed to examine or recognize the fact that customers, not investors, are the primary funders of broadband in America and have been overcharged an estimated $320 billion dollars for fiber optic services that were never deployed.

SPECIFIC DATA QUALITY GUIDELINE VIOLATED:
The data is "influential".

We argue that the FCC’s data is "influential", meaning that the “Commission can reasonably determine that dissemination of the information will have or does have a clear and substantial impact on important public policies or important private sector decisions.”

The data lacks “Quality”.

The entire collection of broadband data supplied in virtually every proceeding has no “Quality” --- "a term encompassing utility, objectivity, and integrity."

ACTION FCC NEEDS TO TAKE:
Suspend all FCC national Broadband dockets until the FCC investigates our claims laid out in our complaint.

WE have sent the complaint to: 'Karen Wheless'; 'Betty Morris' 'dataqualityform@fcc.gov'

This is the SECOND DQA we filed this week.
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